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He has been a judge for both the Booker and Whitbread prizes and chairman of the Book Trust. In his latest
work, Ireland: Ulysses by James Joyce Obviously Ulysses has to be first. Joyce hammered a job on the novel
so complete that he became a category unto himself. Every literary style was mist to his grill, as he might have
said, and his plotting, if such it can be called - two men who take all day to meet each other - paved the way
for, among others, Samuel Beckett. Above all he taught every writer the importance of naturalistic dialogue;
with his fine tenor voice Joyce knew better than most that we read not with the eye but with the ear. Which are
none the less significant. In that anxious gloaming, relationships advance and retreat like sad and fearful
dancers; some have possibilities, some never had, some will cause death. And always the clear, cool and
nervous voice of Bowen herself comes through the fog of years as it does in all her novels. Troubles by JG
Farrell It seems right that a number of any top 10 Irish novels should address the emotional and physical
violence that formed modern Ireland. This album - which is what Troubles feels like - records the same
Anglo-Irish as Elizabeth Bowen knew and belonged to. As with Bowen, this feels like the real thing which is
all a novel has to do. Farrell died young yet his old people are almost his best creations. The book centres on
the period and addresses the confusion in the minds of young men who have not yet discriminated between the
relative importance of patriotism and personal survival. One of the most irritating questions that all novelists
have to field is, "How autobiographical is your book? Fools of Fortune by William Trevor Fools of Fortune
makes it into this list because of its rightful place among great books that deal with the Irish question. Fools of
Fortune, however, displays a further and to me even more arresting Trevor hallmark: In this novel he again
makes tragedy, if not bearable, at least comprehensible. I have heard that when the manuscript first reached his
publishers it was more than twice as long as the book that eventually appeared and that McGahern himself
insisted on cutting it back. Given the spare power of what appeared here - the farmer and his family and their
subcutaneous, needless, heedless anguish - I know that I am perhaps making a literary misjudgment but I
merely wanted more and more of this wonderful writing. Simple in the extreme, it tells the story of Kate and
Baba who have made it to Dublin from the deep and damp parish countryside and find that, in all the
excitement, hypocrisy remains a constant. It was her first novel, not her finest but her most innocent - and see
how she grew her talent. In many ships crossed the Atlantic, ferrying the fleeing Irish from hunger to the new
promised land and many have written about it, fiction and fact. But never like this; here, you catch your breath
on every page. Finnegans Wake by James Joyce Chosen because James Joyce did writing and reading and
literary Ireland the ultimate service; he took nothing for granted. The Wake calls down myriad responses derision, fawning respect, confusion, ennui; but why not enjoyment? More poetry lurks in here than in 10
verse anthologies.
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Discussing what he considered the lack of Irish civic morality in , former Taoiseach Garret FitzGerald
remarked that before This was for many reasons, but most important were the economic benefits of union for
the landowning class, the close personal and familial relations with the British establishment, and the political
prominence held by the Anglo-Irish in Ireland under the union settlement. Between the mid-nineteenth century
and , the Anglo-Irish comprised the bulk of the support for movements such as the Irish Unionist Alliance ,
especially in the southern three provinces of Ireland. For instance, author Jonathan Swift â€” , a clergyman in
the Church of Ireland, vigorously denounced the plight of ordinary Irish people under British rule. Reformist
politicians such as Henry Grattan â€” , Wolfe Tone â€” , Robert Emmet â€” , Sir John Gray , and Charles
Stewart Parnell â€” , were also Protestant nationalists , and in large measure led and defined Irish nationalism.
The Irish Rebellion of was led by members of the Anglo-Irish and Ulster Scots class, some of whom feared
the political implications of the impending union with Great Britain. During the Irish War of Independence
â€” , many Anglo-Irish landlords left the country due to attacks on their family homes. Many members of the
Anglo-Irish class subsequently left Ireland forever, fearing that they would be subject to discriminatory
legislation and social pressures. Gregg , the Church of Ireland Archbishop of Dublin , stated in a sermon in
December the month the Treaty was signed: It concerns us all to offer the Irish Free State our loyalty. I believe
there is a genuine desire on the part of those who have long differed from us politically to welcome our
co-operation. We should be wrong politically and religiously to reject such advances. I think it is tragic that
within three years of this country gaining its independence we should be discussing a measure which a
minority of this nation considers to be grossly oppressive. I am proud to consider myself a typical man of that
minority. We against whom you have done this thing, are no petty people. We are one of the great stocks of
Europe. We are the people of Burke ; we are the people of Grattan ; we are the people of Swift , the people of
Emmet , the people of Parnell. We have created the most of the modern literature of this country. We have
created the best of its political intelligence. Yet I do not altogether regret what has happened. I shall be able to
find out, if not I, my children will be able to find out whether we have lost our stamina or not. You have
defined our position and have given us a popular following. If we have not lost our stamina then your victory
will be brief, and your defeat final, and when it comes this nation may be transformed. By , after further defeat
in the Williamite War and the subsequent Union of England and Scotland, the aristocracy in Ireland was
dominated by Anglican families who owed allegiance to the Crown. Some of these were Irish families who
had chosen to conform to the established Church of Ireland , keeping their lands and privileges, such as the
Dukes of Leinster whose surname is FitzGerald , and who descend from the Old English aristocracy , or the
Gaelic Guinness family. Some were families of British or mixed-British ancestry who owed their status in
Ireland to the Crown, such as the Earls of Cork whose surname is Boyle and whose ancestral roots were in
Herefordshire , England. Among the prominent Anglo-Irish peers are:
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Irish writing from the 8th century Irish has one of the oldest vernacular literatures in western Europe after
Greek and Latin. Before that time a simple writing system known as "ogham" was used for inscriptions. The
introduction of Latin led to the adaptation of the Latin alphabet to the Irish language and the rise of a small
literate class, both clerical and lay. The earliest poetry, composed in the 6th century, illustrates a vivid
religious faith or describes the world of nature, and was sometimes written in the margins of illuminated
manuscripts. It is one of the earliest manuscripts produced by an insular church to contain a near complete
copy of the New Testament. The manuscript was the work of a scribe named Ferdomnach of Armagh died or
It was one of the symbols of the office for the Archbishop of Armagh. The Annals of Ulster Irish: The Ulster
Cycle written in the 12th century, is a body of medieval Irish heroic legends and sagas of the traditional heroes
of the Ulaid in what is now eastern Ulster and northern Leinster , particularly counties Armagh , Down and
Louth. The stories are written in Old and Middle Irish , mostly in prose, interspersed with occasional verse
passages. The language of the earliest stories is dateable to the 8th century, and events and characters are
referred to in poems dating to the 7th. By degrees the Irish created a classical tradition in their own language.
Verse remained the main vehicle of literary expression, and by the 12th century questions of form and style
had been essentially settled, with little change until the 17th century. The literary Irish language known in
English as Classical Irish , was a sophisticated medium with elaborate verse forms, and was taught in bardic
schools i. Much of the writing produced in this period was conventional in character, in praise of patrons and
their families, but the best of it was of exceptionally high quality and included poetry of a personal nature.
Every noble family possessed a body of manuscripts containing genealogical and other material, and the work
of the best poets was used for teaching purposes in the bardic schools. The Norman invasion of the 12th
century introduced a new body of stories which influenced the Irish tradition, and in time translations were
made from English. Since many of the legends related concern the acts of mythic and legendary figures, the
dindsenchas is an important source for the study of Irish mythology. Irish mythological and legendary saga
cycles[ edit ] Main article: Irish mythology There are four principal epic cycles in early Irish literature.
Unusually among European epic cycles, the Irish sagas were written in prose, with verse interpolations
expressing heightened emotion. Although usually found in recensions of the later mediaeval period, many of
these works are linguistically archaic, and thus throw light on pre-Christian Ireland. This meant that the
literary class lost its patrons, since the new nobility were English speakers with little sympathy for the older
culture. The elaborate classical metres lost their dominance and were largely replaced by more popular forms.
The consequences of these changes were seen in the 18th century. Poetry was still the dominant literary
medium and its practitioners were often poor scholars, educated in the classics at local schools and
schoolmasters by trade. Such writers produced polished work in popular metres for a local audience. A certain
number of local patrons were still to be found, even in the early 19th century, and especially among the few
surviving families of the Gaelic aristocracy. They were the main composers of traditional laments. The
manuscript tradition[ edit ] Well after the introduction of printing to Ireland, works in Irish continued to be
disseminated in manuscript form. The first printed book in Ireland was the Book of Common Prayer. A
number of popular works in Irish, both devotional and secular, were available in print by the early 19th
century, but the manuscript remained the most affordable means of transmission almost until the end of the
century. They might include material several centuries old. Access to them was not confined to the literate,
since the contents were read aloud at local gatherings. This was still the case in the late 19th century in
Irish-speaking districts. In the 19th century many of these were collected by individuals or cultural
institutions. Swift held positions of authority in both England and Ireland at different times. Edmund Burke
â€” was born in Dublin and came to serve in the House of Commons of Great Britain on behalf of the Whig
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Party, and establish a reputation in his oratory and published works for great philosophical clarity as well as a
lucid literary style. Literature in Ulster Scots 1: In the 18th century[ edit ] Scots , mainly Gaelic -speaking, had
been settling in Ulster since the 15th century, but large numbers of Scots -speaking Lowlanders, some ,,
arrived during the 17th century following the Plantation , with the peak reached during the s. This was
complemented by a poetry revival and nascent prose genre in Ulster, which started around They were
inheritors of the same literary tradition and followed the same poetic and orthographic practices; it is not
always immediately possible to distinguish between traditional Scots writing from Scotland and Ulster. Irish
fiction , Irish poetry , and Irish short story In the 19th century English was well on the way to becoming the
dominant vernacular. Down until the Great Famine of the s, however, and even later, Irish was still used over
large areas of the south-west, the west and the north-west. The copying of manuscripts continued unabated.
The Great Famine of the s hastened the retreat of the Irish language. Many of its speakers died of hunger or
fever, and many more emigrated. The hedge schools of earlier decades which had helped maintain the native
culture were now supplanted by a system of National Schools where English was given primacy. Literacy in
Irish was restricted to a very few. A vigorous English-speaking middle class was now the dominant cultural
force. A number of its members were influenced by political or cultural nationalism, and some took an interest
in the literature of the Irish language. One such was a young Protestant scholar called Samuel Ferguson who
studied the language privately and discovered its poetry, which he began to translate. The Anglo-Irish tradition
2 [ edit ] Maria Edgeworth â€” furnished a less ambiguous foundation for an Anglo-Irish literary tradition.
Though not of Irish birth, she came to live there when young and closely identified with Ireland. She was a
pioneer in the realist novel. Their works tended to reflect the views of the middle class or gentry and they
wrote what came to be termed "novels of the big house". Carleton was an exception, and his Traits and Stories
of the Irish Peasantry showed life on the other side of the social divide. Bram Stoker , the author of Dracula ,
was outside both traditions, as was the early work of Lord Dunsany. One of the premier ghost story writers of
the nineteenth century was Sheridan Le Fanu , whose works include Uncle Silas and Carmilla. The novels and
stories, mostly humorous, of Edith Somerville and Violet Florence Martin who wrote together as Martin Ross
, are among the most accomplished products of Anglo-Irish literature, though written exclusively from the
viewpoint of the "big house". In they published The Real Charlotte. George Moore spent much of his early
career in Paris and was one of the first writers to use the techniques of the French realist novelists in English.
Oscar Wilde â€” , born and educated in Ireland, spent the latter half of his life in England. His plays are
distinguished for their wit, and he was also a poet. The growth of Irish cultural nationalism towards the end of
the 19th century, culminating in the Gaelic Revival , had a marked influence on Irish writing in English, and
contributed to the Irish Literary Revival. This can be clearly seen in the plays of J. Synge â€” , who spent
some time in the Irish-speaking Aran Islands , and in the early poetry of William Butler Yeats â€” , where
Irish mythology is used in a personal and idiosyncratic way. Literature in Irish[ edit ] Main articles: Modern
literature in Irish and Gaelic Revival There was a resurgence of interest in the Irish language in the late 19th
century with the Gaelic Revival. This had much to do with the founding in of the Gaelic League Conradh na
Gaeilge. The League insisted that the identity of Ireland was intimately bound up with the Irish language,
which should be modernised and used as a vehicle of contemporary culture. This led to the publication of
thousands of books and pamphlets in Irish, providing the foundation of a new literature in the coming decades.
One of the finest writers to emerge in Irish at the time was Seosamh Mac Grianna â€” , writer of a powerful
autobiography and accomplished novels, though his creative period was cut short by illness. He produced
short stories, two novels and some journalism. The best known of that generation was possibly Michael
Hartnett â€” , who wrote both in Irish and English, abandoning the latter altogether for a time. Writing in Irish
now encompasses a broad range of subjects and genres, with more attention being directed to younger readers.
The traditional Irish-speaking areas Gaeltacht are now less important as a source of authors and themes. Urban
Irish speakers are in the ascendancy, and it is likely that this will determine the nature of the literature.
Literature in Ulster Scots 2 [ edit ] In Ulster Scots-speaking areas there was traditionally a considerable
demand for the work of Scottish poets, such as Allan Ramsay and Robert Burns , often in locally printed
editions. This was complemented with locally written work, the most prominent being the rhyming weaver
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poetry, of which, some 60 to 70 volumes were published between and , the peak being in the decades to Scots
was also used in the narrative by novelists such as W. Lyttle â€” and Archibald McIlroy â€” By the middle of
the 19th century the Kailyard school of prose had become the dominant literary genre, overtaking poetry. This
was a tradition shared with Scotland which continued into the early 20th century. He was a leading authority
on Mid Ulster English the predominant dialect of Ulster. The polarising effects of the politics of the use of
English and Irish language traditions limited academic and public interest until the studies of John Hewitt
from the s onwards. Further impetus was given by more generalised exploration of non-"Irish" and
non-"English" cultural identities in the latter decades of the 20th Century. In the late 20th century the Ulster
Scots poetic tradition was revived, albeit often replacing the traditional Modern Scots orthographic practice
with a series of contradictory idiolects. The Gospel of Luke was published in Irish literature in English 20th
century [ edit ] This section needs additional citations for verification. Please help improve this article by
adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged and removed.
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Indeed, at least through the first two decades of the eighteenth century, many of the English settlers and their
descendants would have insisted that they were "the English of Ireland. The Catholic Old English ,
descendants of the immigrants who arrived from England before the large Elizabethan plantations of the late
sixteenth century, were denounced in Rome in as largely responsible for the loss of Ireland to the Protestants,
thus lumping the Old and New English together as equally Anglo-Irish. The Old English long wished to insist
on a difference between themselves and the native Irish, a distinction that English commentators tended to
deny with the Latin tag Hibernis ipsis Hiberniores more Irish than the Irish. After the defeat of Jacobite forces
at the Boyne and Aughrim , and the Treaty of Limerick in the same year, the distinction between Old English
and Irish dissolved, replaced by an apparently simple bifurcation between Catholics and Protestants. Even
here, conversion blurs the line; for example, the actor and playwright Charles Macklin c. Movement between
Ireland and England was relatively easy for ambitious writers and tended to draw literary talent to the imperial
center. Most of the significant comic playwrights of the London stage in the eighteenth century were from
Ireland. Nevertheless, it is difficult to discern a particularly "Irish" element in their works. It was not unheard
of for English writers to move to Ireland. Charles Shadwell, already a successful English playwright, was the
equivalent of playwright-in-residence at Smock Alley Theatre from to ; his plays reveal a firm identification
with the Whig principles of the revolutionary settlement of William III, while indicating a growing sympathy
toward Anglo-Irish complaints of mistreatment. If, however, there is a characteristic that Anglo-Irish authors
share, it is a sense of grievance. In the late seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries the towering literary
figure was Jonathan Swift â€” He was frequently contemptuous of both the native Irish and the Anglo-Irish
gentry, but the poor of Ireland never had a more impassioned defender than Swift, and the gentry had no more
determined a supporter of Irish independence. Together, their poems, essays, and letters provide a valuable
portrait of Georgian Ireland. In the latter half of the eighteenth century Protestant writers increasingly regarded
themselves as Irish patriots, although this disaffection to English authority did not necessarily entail any
allegiance to Catholic Emancipation. Novelist, playwright, and poet Henry Brooke c. Some cultural
syncretism was present nonetheless. Moreover, individual political allegiances varied depending on the issue.
William Drennan â€” wrote poetry and satire in support of the agenda of the United Irishmen ; his works
reveal the influence of Thomas Paine and the French philosophes. As such, his politics are antithetical to those
of Edmund Burke â€” , whose Reflections on the Revolution in France is one of the masterpieces of English
prose, but Burke too campaigned often for Irish rights. Anglo-Irish literature in this period should not be
thought of only in political terms or even just in terms of the relationship between Ireland and England. Verse
in English from Eighteenth-Century Ireland. A Short History of Irish Literature. McHugh, Roger, and Maurice
Harmon. Wheatley Pick a style below, and copy the text for your bibliography. Anglo-Irish Literary Tradition,
Beginnings of. Retrieved November 14, from Encyclopedia. Then, copy and paste the text into your
bibliography or works cited list. Because each style has its own formatting nuances that evolve over time and
not all information is available for every reference entry or article, Encyclopedia.
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The designation can categorize works based on something as simple as the language of the work or more
complicated notions such as the racial, religious, or class background of the author. The focus here is Irish
writing in the nineteenth century that was composed in English by Protestant authors representing the interests
of the landowning class primarily for audiences in England. Understanding Anglo-Irish writers and their work
along these lines is intended to guide an initial inquiry, not to exclude anomalies, questions, and
contradictions. Although the literature incorporates a wide range of themes, the tradition centrally comes to
terms with the dynamic role of the landowning Protestant minority in a largely poor and Catholic country.
Anglo-Irish literary works are intimately involved with three key periods of political tension and change in the
century: Maria Edgeworth â€” was among the first authors to examine the cultural effects of the Act of Union.
Since they were no longer solely the unchallenged ruling ascendancy of the island, Edgeworth was concerned
with establishing an identity separate from the cultural and political challenges of the English and managing
the threat of Catholic Emancipation. In her later novels Ennui , The Absentee , and Ormond , she laid further
groundwork for two dominant elements of this struggle for identity within Anglo-Irish literature: Sidney
Owenson, Lady Morgan ? In novels such as The Wild Irish Girl she reconciles the uncertainty of the union by
uniting Protestant and Catholic characters in both national and social matrimony. Her work also recognizes the
challenge of representing Ireland fairly both to Irish readers and to a larger, less-informed, and more
metropolitan English readership. Standing out as a kind of irregularity among Anglo-Irish writers, William
Carleton â€” grew up among Catholic farmers in County Tyrone and converted to Protestantism after an
abortive attempt to join the priesthood. As both a political and human catastrophe, the Great Famine of to
splits Anglo-Irish literature in two directions. One strain confronts the failure of the English government to
deal with widespread starvation and emigration by moving toward cultural nationalism, while another remains
entrenched in preserving the waning political capital of the ruling class. Many Anglo-Irish nationalists wrote
for the Nation, a newspaper committed to Irish self-determination and run by both Catholics and Protestants.
Although it existed well before the Great Famine, the Anglo-Irish Gothic is the representative genre of the
class whose members did not become invested in one form or another of nationalism. Charles Maturin â€”
explored the power of the fantastic to uncover the darkest secrets of the ruling class in the novel Melmoth the
Wanderer Sheridan Le Fanu â€” approached this anxiety psychologically, describing different states of
consciousness during intense emotional situations in novels such as Uncle Silas and in short stories like
"Carmilla" and "Green Tea," collected in In a Glass Darkly At the end of the century Bram Stoker â€”
blended Irish and eastern European folklore with Anglo-Irish Gothic disquiet in Dracula , in which the
aristocratic title character is both connected to and divorced from his home soil in a manner that suggests the
land question. Although Charles Lever â€” was extremely popular in England throughout his career rivaling
even Charles Dickens in the s , his novels focus almost exclusively on representing Ireland and the Irish to
England. His works failed, however, to engage fully with the political anxieties of the Anglo-Irish, and he
often cast the Irish peasantry in an unflattering, comic light in novels such as Harry Lorrequer Outraged
nationalist criticism for his stereotypes and accusations of plagiarism were almost certainly contributing
factors in his decision to live abroad in Europe after Edith Somerville â€” and Martin Ross the pseudonym of
Violet Martin, â€” began their careers with cheerful yarns about hunting and country life such as Some
Experiences of an Irish RM However, they describe the twilight of Anglo-Irish rule as a consequence of both
its own excesses and increasing Catholic political power in their more serious novels The Real Charlotte and
The Big House at Inver The destruction of the Big House in the latter novel provides a grim punctuation mark
for the anxieties of Edgeworth, the hopes of Owenson, and the fears and secrets of the Gothic writers. The
collapse of the Big House did not mark the end of Anglo-Irish literature, however. By incorporating European
ideas of aesthetics and bohemian society into their work, writers such as George Moore â€” , Oscar Wilde â€”
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, and W. Yeats â€” were able to transform the anxieties of Anglo-Irish literature into a confident cultural
nationalism. Moore explored a variety of unconventional social and aesthetic innovations in his feminist
novels A Drama in Muslin and Esther Waters Oscar Wilde trained his critical eye on the audience itself in
plays such as An Ideal Husband and The Importance of Being Earnest , thus reversing the traditional
relationship between the Irish writer and the English reader. Yeats searched for a new form of literary
expression by combining rereadings of heroic legends and mythology with a close examination of Irish folk
culture and oral traditions in Fairy and Folk Tales of the Irish Peasantry
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Though Irish was the language of the indigenous people of Ireland before the arrival of Anglo-Norman forces
in the 12th century, the influx of English and Scottish soldiers, administrators, adventurers, and planters in the
Tudor and Stuart periods led to increasing use of English; by , English was widely used throughout
Irelandâ€”in poetry as well as in other communications. This article on English-language poetry from Ireland
â€” is divided into two parts: Those interested in Anglo-Irish poetry â€” can find excellent up-to-date
anthologies and good critical material; however, only major writers are available in modern editions.
Facsimile printouts based on those electronic resources are recommended when no modern edition exists. One
thing readers have to be aware of is old-fashioned criticism: Tastes changed in the s, however: The result of
these changing attitudes was the appearance of major anthologies of Irish and Anglo-Irish poetry: Anthologies
consolidated the position of Anglo-Irish verse in popular anthologies. Finally, the circulation of Anglo-Irish
verse in manuscript is considered in passing in many studies and more fully in Jonathan Swift in Print and
Manuscript Karian , cited under Book-Length Criticism on Swift the Poet. General Overviews The best
modern overview of Anglo-Irish writing of the 16th and 17th centuries, including verse, is Fogarty , and the
most useful overviews of 18th-century Anglo-Irish verse in English are Schirmer and Carpenter and Carpenter
Leerssen , though primarily a cultural study, considers some of the poetry of the age, while Alspach covers
the mythological background. Irish Poetry from the English Invasion to University of Pennsylvania Press,
From the Williamite Wars to the Act of Union. Cambridge University Press, Edited by Julia Wright, â€”
From the Elizabethan Settlement to the Battle of the Boyne. The Cambridge History of Irish Literature. This is
a reliable, balanced, modern history of all genres of Irish and Anglo-Irish writing. Comprehensive, readable
surveys of Anglo-Irish poetry â€” Volume 1: Select bibliographies to each chapter. Cork University Press,
Out of What Began: A History of Irish Poetry in English. Cornell University Press, The first and so far the
only book-length history of Anglo-Irish poetry to take the output of the poets between Swift and Tom Moore
seriously. Clear accounts of Swift and his circle and of major Anglo-Irish poets of the rest of the 18th century.
An excellent starting point for scholars studying this particular period. A Companion to Irish Literature.
Balanced introduction and well-written essays on the poetry and poetic drama of the 18th century. Excellent
bibliographies and suggestions for further reading. Intended for graduate students and other researchers. Users
without a subscription are not able to see the full content on this page. Please subscribe or login. How to
Subscribe Oxford Bibliographies Online is available by subscription and perpetual access to institutions. For
more information or to contact an Oxford Sales Representative click here.
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Cork University Press, CoIm Smythe, Gerrards Cross, PB About William Carleton: Gallery Books,
Lougherew, First Edition, Signed Portia Coughian: Gallery Books, Loughcrew, First Edition, Signed Woman
and Scarecrow: First Edition, Signed Marble: First Edition Opera et cetera: First Edition The Twelfth of
Never: First Edition Shamrock Tea: Granta Books, London, First Edition Breaking News: First Edition The
Midnight Court: First Edition On the Night Watch: First Edition Until Before After: Able Press, Dublin, The
Lilliput Press, Dublin, Woifliound Press, Dublin, First Edition Chieftain to Knight: Wolfhound Press,
Dublin, Wolfhound Press, Dublin New Island Books, Dublin, PB as issued Chesterton, G. Clancy, Liam
Memoirs of an Irish Troubadour: Virgin Books, London, The Dolmen Press, Dublin, First Edition A Penny
in the Clouds: Moytura Press, Dublin, First Thus Collected Poems: Carcanet Press, Manchester, First Edition
Austin Clarke Remembered: Dardis Clarke, Bridge Press, Dublin, Dolmen Press, Dublin, First Edition A
View of the Irish: Buchan and Enright, London, Gallery Books, Dublin, First Edition Office of the Salt
Merchant: First Edition Comparative Lives: First Edition The Liberal Cage: Gallery Books, Loughrew,
Llliput Press, Dublin, First Edition Secular Eden: Wake Forest University Press, First Edition, Wrappers,
Signed. Relay Books, Nenagh, First Edition Wraps One Another: First Edition Going By Water: Puffin
Books, London, First Edition, 4th Imp. First Edition The Supernaturalist: First Edition Artemis Fowl: First
Edition, 6th Imp. Tower Books, Cork, Jonathan Cape, London, Phoenix House, London, First Edition The
Resurrectionists: The Secret Life of E. First Edition Arthur Griffith: Pall Mall Press, London, Cosgrave, Art
Dublin through the Ages: College Press, Dublin, Cresset Press, London, First Edition Cats and Their Poets:
Liberties Press, Dublin, First Edition Cronin, Anthony Poems: The Cresset Press, London, First Edition,
Signed Dead as Doornails: The Dolmen Press Dublin, First Edition, Signed Identity Papers: Co-Op Books,
Dublin, First Edition, Signed R. Raven Arts Press, Dublin, First Edition, Signed Heritage Now: Brandon
Books, Dingle, First Edition The Life of Riley: Letter to an Englishman: Signed The End of the Modem
World: Grafton Books, London, Harper Collins, London, First Edition, Signed Personal Anthology: New
Island Books, New Island, Dublin, The Appletree Press, Belfast, James Duffy, Dublin, Beaver Row Press,
Dublin, Beaver Row Press, Dublin, First Edition The Well in the Rain: Arc Publications, Todmorden U. First
Edition Ita Daly Ellen: First Edition, Signed Heart of Hearts: First Edition, Signed Points West: Lagan Press,
Belfast, Salmon Press, County Clare, The Blackstaff Press, Belfast, First Edition, Signed Country Music:
Starling Press, Belfast, First Edition The Whispering Roots: The Liffey in Dublin:
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Edith Somerville Violet Martin It was, as it happens, in church that I saw her first, in our own church, in
Castle Townshend. That was on Sunday, January 17, This is how Edith Somerville, in her nostalgic work,
Irish Memories , records the profound significance of her first meeting with her cousin, Violet Martin. It was a
meeting which was to result in a deep and enduring friendship and was eventually to produce one of the most
celebrated of modern literary partnerships. The two were second cousins, sharing a celebrated
great-grandfather, Charles Kendal Bushe , whose biography Edith was to write in later life. The Somervilles
and the Martins were long-established, Protestant, Anglo-Irish, Ascendancy families, the former based in the
far south-west of Ireland at Castle Townshend and the latter in the west, in Co. Both women had already
published a few articles and sketches but it was over a year after their first meeting that they began work on
their first novel, An Irish Cousin. They embarked on this in a whimsical, amateurish mood, almost as they
might have begun to devise plans for one of the fancy-dress parties in which their families delighted. As we
shall see, a visit which they paid to the house of an elderly relative during the composition of their first novel
was to alter their concept of their creative vocation and supply them with an artistic ideal of a genuine kind
which they were to pursue throughout their lives. To begin with, they named it The Welsh Aunt but it was to
be published eventually in under the title, The Real Charlotte. Its composition was frequently interrupted by
commissions which the partners undertook for various journals, by illness and by separation, and by the many
calls made on both writers by the demands of their respective families. The novel was well received by most
of the journals and, had circumstances been different, the cousins might have gone on to the composition of
further novels of major significance. As it was, however, they were diverted into the writing of highly
successful short stories. The huge success of their Some Experiences of an Irish R. Their literary agent, J.
Pinker, constantly pressed them to turn out more of the comic stories which had made them a household name
everywhere. They published two further sets of these, Further Experiences of an Irish R. She died, of an
inoperable brain tumour, in a Cork nursing-home and Edith, shattered by grief, believed she would never write
again now that her beloved partner had left her. She began, appropriately enough, by publishing in a
reminiscential work, Irish Memories as a loving tribute to her dead cousin. She was to go on to write five
further novels and various other works in the course of the next thirty years. Edith lived to a great age and,
having been born into the heyday of Queen Victoria, survived into the new Ireland of Eamonn de Valera and
his successors. Later in the same year, W. Yeats invited her to become a member of the Irish Academy of
Letters and, nine years later, the Academy bestowed on her the Gregory Gold Medal, its most important
literary award.
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